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Constitution. The Block remained in being after the Marshal's
death, and was as powerful as before it; the passage of these Bills
was in no manner of doubt, but at least opportunities for their
discussion were provided. First, however, deputies of the Seym
united on June 6 in an act of homage to the memory of Pilsudski,
and afterwards acknowledged with gratitude the presence at
the funeral of representatives of foreign legislatures. The proceed-
ings in the Senate were similar; Moscicki met on that day
130 eminent persons he had invited to the Zamek for the purpose
of considering how best the memory of the Marshal could be
perpetuated in a tangible form commensurate with his great
services to the nation, and a strong committee was appointed
to go into the matter.
The Bill for the election of President was put before the Seym
by the Government Block on June 6, and debated in the Consti-
tutional Commission on several days, as were the two other
electoral Bills. Objections were raised by the Nationalists, Socialists,
Populists, the Christian Democrats, the Christian Populist
and Jewish Clubs, and the Ukrainian groups. One of their chief
attacks was directed on the alleged insufficiency of the represen-
tation accorded to the Seym itself, which was fixed at 208 deputies,
two members being allotted to the 104 zone-constituencies
into which Poland was to be divided. Under the former Constitu-
tion the total number of seats was 444, after being subjected
to proportional representation. Podoski, the rapporteur, replied
that what was now aimed at was quality, not quantity, and he
justified the composition of the zone-assemblies which were to
designate the candidates—a feature of the Bill dealing with the
Seym which was much criticized by the Opposition—by the
argument that, as they were made up of persons influential in
territorial autonomous institutions and professional organizations,
they fully reflected the best opinion of the country. He maintained
that this new arrangement was the most suitable for the nation
as a whole, though admittedly striking- at the party system,
"which had been so injurious to the State in the past." A slight
modification, however, was made by widening the scope of
the professional organizations to include representation of those

